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for sound views on strategy, and his summary of the military position in
the American War is admirably clear. Excellent also are the accounts
of Dettingen, Fontenoy, and Laffeldt, though in marked contrast to the
slightness of treatment accorded to Marlborough's campaigns, and even'
to the Peninsular War (though Wellington is praised as one of the best
defensive strategists and tacticians of our history). On the view which
Mr. Belloc takes of the Irish Union, it is enough to say that it is rather
that of a politician than of an unbiased historian. The volume is indeed
throughout rather a lengthy piece of political pamphleteering than a true
history. This characteristic, which is manifest from the start, becomes
more marked the nearer the narrative comes to our own time. To his
second part (1815-1910) Mr. Belloc gives a second introduction, much
of which (whether one agrees with it or not) is extremely suggestive ; its
main themes are the breakdown of the aristocratic spirit, the seizure of
power by a close ring of politicians who nominate themselves to office
and co-opt their successors, and a highly organized police system which
controls the mass of the populace far more severely and thoroughly
than is to be discovered elsewhere in the world. This is the spirit in which
the whole history of the nineteenth century is described, till it culminates
in the ' personal and strong' judgements of the chapter on the reign of
King Edward, which Mr. Belloc assures his readers are ' based upon
a varied and considerable experience of the realities hidden behind the
facade of our politics'. Fortunately this is not the place to enter upon
a criticism of what cannot in any just sense be called a history. Mr. Belloc
rightly enough takes credit for having written in June 1914, that the
Danish question of 1864 was the turning-point in the public morality of
Europe : ' this great change and peril which gives us to-day the spectacle
of all Europe in jeopardy'. A reference to the use of the armed forces of
the dependencies in the South African War,' for the first and perhaps the
last time', with a suggestion that they were mere hirelings, was hardly
so happy. Mr. Belloc's attitude to imperial politics is sufficiently illus-
trated by his reference to the Imperial Titles Act of 1876 as harmless if
rather silly. His statement that the few who profess some knowledge
of political economy at Oxford and Cambridge have shown themselves
unable to this day to grasp any of the arguments for protection, may be
left to speak for itself. C. L. KINGSFORD.

Writings of John Quincy Adams. Edited by WOBTHINGTON CHAUNCEY

FOED. Vols. i-v, 1779-1816. (New York: TheMacmillan Company,
1913-15.)

WHATEVER may be lacking in the future histories of the United States,
no difficulty will arise from the want of original authorities. The writings
and letters of more or less eminent public men of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries would fill a fair-sized library. Already there were
twelve volumes of Memoirs of John Quincy Adams, and now his Writings,
consisting, with a few exceptions, of contemporary letters, will occupy
another twelve. Although compression might have reduced somewhat
the bulk of this material, there can be no question with regard to the
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historical importance of many of these letters. So far as hitherto published,
they take us down to the period immediately following upon the Peace
of Ghent, which may serve as a landmark in the public life of John Quincy
Adams.

Adams cannot with justice, we think, be held to have been a great
man; but he was on more than one occasion brought into close
contact with-the m airing of European history, and he was an honest and
shrewd, though assuredly not unprejudiced, judge of men and things.
Appointed at an early age to be minister at the Hague, Adams
witnessed the difference between promise and performance in the treat-
ment by the French Republic of the Dutch people. He had inherited
to the full his father's prejudices against the British, and wrote from
London in October 1794:

Their want of seamen is without a remedy, and most increase greatly even by the
most brilliant victories. Their commerce suffers severely, and the moment they lose
their naval superiority most be annihilated. . . . In short, the situation of this
oountry, external and internal, appears to be perilous, and ite prospects gloomy in
the extreme.

To a man of Adams's nature the European prospect was, indeed, every-
where gloomy enough:

The prophecy of Rousseau that the ancient monarchies of Europe cannot last muoh
longer becomes more and more infallible. . . . The opinions upon the theory of
government are wild, discordant, and absurd, but the republican spirit is diffused
everywhere. The essence of all the republicanism to be met with consists in aversion
to the principle of inheritance. But this aversion is most extensively propagated;
it is profound and inveterate. . . . If the experience of France gives an argument
for analogy, nothing but the return of barbarism is to be expeoted. . . . The myr-
midons of Robespierre were as ready to burn libraries as the followers of Omar ; and
if the principle is finally to prevail, which puts the scepter of sovereignty into the
hands of the European Sans Culottes, they will soon reduoe everything to the level
of their own ignorance.

Writing to his father, Adams carefully explains that he has not ' the
shadow of a wish' for either of the only two American missions in Europe:
' when the higher character is employed, I consider the English as an
object of aversion and the French of indifference'.

A dislike both of the government and the national oharacter, perhaps amounting to
a prejudice, is the principal ground of the first, and the unsettled revolutionary state
of the country is at least a counterbalance to any predilection I might otherwise
entertain in favour of the latter.

Considering his prejudices, it was greatly to Adams's credit that he was
strongly in favour of Jay's Treaty of 1794 and that he did all in his power
to maintain the neutrality of the United States in the maritime war
between Great Britain and France. There is a curiously interesting
account of the influences mnVing for war among Americans in Europe;
but Adams's own conviction was not to be shaken that ' it does not appear
that the proper mode of resistance against the exclusive ambition of
Britain is by making war without an adequate naval force'.

On the attitude of the French republic Adams shrewdly remarks:
' There is indeed a curious sort of political speculation in the affectation
of rage against a government with affection for its people when that
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government is the mere creature of the people.' In spite of his dislike
of England Adams recognized that ' by forcing a rupture upon us France
necessarily assimilates and unites the interests of America with those of
Great Britain'. After a special mission to London, Adams was from the
autumn of 1797 to 1801 American minister at Berlin, whence his letters
on the position of neutrals are of special interest in the light of recent
history. After a short period of political life, wherein his cross-bench
mind lost him the confidence of his electors as United States senator
for Massachusetts, Adams was appointed in 1809 minister at St. Peters-
burg. (' You are supported by no party,' John Adams had written to him,

you have too honest a heart, too independent a mind, and too brilliant talents, to
be sincerely and confidentially trusted by any man who is under the dominion of
party maxima or party feelings. . . . You will be countenanced neither by France,
Spain, or England. You will be supported neither by federalists nor republicans.)

His stay at St. Petersburg was made congenial to him by his confidence
in the Emperor Alexander and his minister, Count de Romanzofi. Here
again the letters are in close touch with the situation arising out of the
British Orders in Council and Napoleon's Decrees ; whilst those dealing
with the French invasion of 1812, though they may not add to our know-
ledge, are of interest as contemporary comments on great events. It was
doubtless a disappointment to Adams that the war of 1812, between the
United States and Great Britain, took place just when the hitter had
become reconciled to Russia, in his opinion, America's most disinterested
friend ; but the tact and good sense of Russian statesmanship prevented
any ill consequences arising to their mutual relations from this cause.
When that unnecessary and, in general, somewhat inglorious war was
coming near to its close, Adams, as was natural, was chosen to be one
of the American commissioners for the negotiation of peace. In those
negotiations his main work seems to have been to write caustic replies
which his colleagues attuned to a more diplomatic note. In truth, Adams
could express himself caustically: witness the following comments upon
American land operations at the beginning of the war of 1812 :

If we go on at this rate, it is to be hoped that, there will be prisoners enough in
Upper Canada to take it, without needing any fire-arms. . . . As this propensity to
surrender appears to be an infectious distemper among our troops, I am in daily
expectation of htwring the third instance of it, whioh I hope will be the last for some
time. . . . If not, the best thing we can do will be to turn unanimously disciples of
George Fox and William Fenn, and be conscientiously scrupulous against bearing
arms.

It is only fair, however, to note that Adams loudly maintained that the
experiences of the war at sea proved the superiority of the American sailor.

There is much else in these volumes of interest to students of American
history. Adams was deeply concerned at the intrigues of the federalist
Essex junto and the disloyalty to the Union displayed in his own native
State. His confession of political faith is contained in a letter to his
father of October 1811:

In that Union is to me what the balance is to you ; and, as, without this, there can
be no good government among mankind in any state, BO, without that, there can be
no good government among the people of North America in the state in whioh
God has been pleased to place them.
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We have dealt with some points of interest in these five volumes ; future
volumes will show how this difficult son of a difficult sire found himself,
like that sire, in time President of the United States.

H. E. EGERTON.

The Life of Barnave. By E. D. BRADBY. 2 vols. (Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1915.)

THEBE are few good English biographies of French Revolutionary
leaders. This book adds one to the short list. It is written with complete
control of the relevant printed and manuscript sources, and though there
are a few weak points in the setting and gaps in the bibliography—which is
of course inevitable—one could hardly wish for a more satisfactory treat-
ment of the central figure. The discussions of controverted questions,
especially the great problem of Barnave's relations with the court, are
conspicuously thorough and fair ; and the author's genuine and well-
founded liking for the man himself hardly ever betrays her into special
pleading. There is just a trace of ' the man with the sponge' in the
account of Barnave's notorious ' Was it then so pure, the blood which
has just been shed ?', after the murders of Foulon and Berthier (i. 108 seqq.),
and perhaps also in a few other passages ; but this is in no way a feature
of the book.

Barnave's portrait, as it appears to the ordinary reader of revolutionary
history, is apt to be indistinct. That is the fault of historians, for there
was nothing nebulous about his character or his policy. Some essentials
of the character are, it is true, revealed in the great episodes which no
historian neglects—his fearlessness, his lack of vanity, and his high sense
of honour. But only intimate study, such as Miss Bradby has given,
could make clear the whole of his singularly attractive personality. The
fearlessness is many-sided—physical danger, unpopularity, apparent
failure leave it unimpaired. To absence of vanity is joined a complete
absence of pose, and purity goes with honour. Barnave's self-analysis
in youth—as a man of his age he was bound to analyse himself on paper—
is the least irritating that I have come across from any contemporary
pen, and there is nothing morbid in his clear-sighted estimates of his own
blunders. The correspondence with relatives and friends is delightful.
On the dignity of the last days and of the death there is no stain.

Miss Bradby has completed the picture of the man. She has herself
given the first satisfactory account of his policy, distinguishing it from
the policies of his friends with which it is often confounded. It has been
too much the practice among historians to lump together' the triumvirate',
' the party of Barnave ', ' the Lameth party ', as did contemporaries,
with much more excuse. No writer on the Revolution, so far as I know,
is quite free from this defect. So far has the confusion of Barnave with
his colleagues gone that he has even been credited with the Lameth's
rank : in the index to vol. viii of the Cambridge Modern History this son
of a Protestant lawyer from Grenoble appears as a marquis. Not unfre-
quently he has been connected with plans made by his friends after he
left Paris at the beginning of 1792. All these things are now set in order
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